Please join all of us at Berghahn in celebrating twenty-five years of independent publishing!

Dear Colleague,

Over the last few years, our journals program has rapidly expanded in scope and reputation and we are pleased to publish important journals in the subject areas of anthropology and sociology, European politics, cultural studies, and history. Each journal is fully peer-reviewed with editorial boards comprised of the leading scholars in their fields. We are above all delighted to have our journals program recognized by the AAP/PSP through the award for Best New Journal in the Humanities & Social Sciences two years in a row! For 2008 the award went to Projections and for 2009 to Girlhood Studies.

If you have any questions or suggestions about our journals publishing program and initiatives please do not hesitate to contact me directly.

Our thanks for your continued support.

Kind regards,

Vivian K. Berghahn
Editorial Director, Berghahn Journals
editorial@berghahnjournals.com

ABOUT BERGHAHN JOURNALS

Berghahn Journals is the journals division of Berghahn Books, an award-winning independent publisher of distinguished scholarly books and journals in the humanities and social sciences. Founded in 1994, its program, which includes close to 40 journals and over 125 new titles a year, spans Anthropology, Migration & Refugee Studies, Geography, History, and Film Studies.

A peer-review press, Berghahn is committed to the highest academic standards and seeks to enable innovative contributions to the scholarship in its fields of specialty. With offices in New York and Oxford, Berghahn maintains close links to the academic communities of Europe, North America, and all other parts of the world, pursuing a mission to advance quality research across national and disciplinary boundaries.

ACCESS TO BERGHAHN JOURNALS ONLINE

Berghahn Journals is partnered with PubFactory to deliver its online content. The online edition of all Berghahn Journals provides a range of benefits:

- Full and free access to the journal’s archive for the duration of an active institutional subscription
- Free searching and browsing of all Berghahn Journals content
- A robust, stable platform with industry-standard tools and state-of-the-art features
- Live OpenURL compliant links to and from major Indexing and Abstracting resources
- Comprehensive end-user advantages including social bookmarking and citation manager exports

Access information and the necessary site license agreements are available on the Berghahn Journals access site:

www.berghahnjournals.com/page/access

Visit the Berghahn Library site for full details on Berghahn’s licensing agreements, including support of the NISO/SERU initiative as well as Berghahn’s participation in archiving arrangements with CLOCKKS, LOCKSS, and Portico.

Berghahn Journals is a member of the international reference linking organization CrossRef.
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**ASPASIA**
The International Yearbook of Central, Eastern, and Southeastern European Women’s and Gender History

**MANAGING EDITORS:** Raili Marling, University of Tartu, Estonia. Svetla Baloutzova, St. Kliment Ohridski University of Sofia

**EDITOR AND BOOK REVIEW EDITOR:** Krassimira Daskalova, St. Kliment Ohridski University of Sofia

Aspasia is an international peer-reviewed annual of women’s and gender history of Central, Eastern, and Southeastern Europe (CESEE). It aims to transform European women’s and gender history by expanding comparative research on women and gender to all parts of Europe, creating a European history of women and gender that encompasses more than the traditional Western European perspective. Aspasia particularly emphasizes research that examines the ways in which gender intersects with other categories of social organization and advances work that explores transnational aspects of women’s and gender histories within, to, and from CESEE. The journal also provides an important outlet for the publication of articles by scholars working in CESEE itself. Its contributions cover a rich variety of topics and historical eras, as well as a wide range of methodologies and approaches to the history of women and gender.

Volume 13 (2019), 1 issue pa.
ISSN: 1933-2882 (Print) • ISSN: 1933-2890 (Online)
www.berghahnjournals.com/aspasia

**Current: Volume 12**

**Theme Section: Women and Violence**
* Militarizing Women in the Ukrainian Nationalist Movement of the 1930s–1950s
* Love and Sex in Wartime: Controlling Women’s Sexuality in the Ukrainian Nationalist Underground

**General Articles**
* Gender Tutelage and Bulgarian Women’s Literature (1878–1944)

**Research Notes**
* Children Born of War: A European Research Network Exploring the Life Histories of a Hidden Population

**The Source**
* Letter Mrs. István Bordás to Svimmer Roza (Róza Schwimmer), 1 June 1908, Hungarian National Archives

**Review Essays**
* New Feminist Contributions to Serbian Herstory
* New Perspectives on Modernity, Nationalism, and Muslim Women in the Late Ottoman Period
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE HISTORY OF CONCEPTS

EDITORS: Jani Marjanen, University of Helsinki; Jan Ifversen, University of Aarhus; Margrit Pernau, Max Planck Institute for Development

The international peer-reviewed journal of the History of Concepts Group (HCG). It is hosted and sponsored by the University of Helsinki Centre for Intellectual History.

Contributions to the History of Concepts serves as a platform for theoretical and methodological articles as well as empirical studies on the history of concepts and their social, political, and cultural contexts. It aims to promote the dialogue between the history of concepts and other disciplines, such as intellectual history, history of knowledge and science, linguistics, translation studies, history of political thought, and discourse analysis.

ISSN: 1807-9326 (Print) • ISSN: 1874-656X (Online)
www.berghahnjournals.com/contributions

Current Issue: Volume 13, Issue 2

Special Section: ISMS Concepts Continued from Volume 13, Issue 1

Revisiting French Foundational Republicanism from a Non-teleological Point of View

Nationalism and Internationalism Reconciled: British Concepts for a New World Order during and after World War I and World War II

Articles


Koselleck’s Historik and the Horizons of Politics

The Conceptual and Anthropological History of Bat Mitzvah: Two Lexical Paths and Two Jewish Identities
HISTORICAL REFLECTIONS
RÉFLEXIONS HISTORIQUES

SENIOR EDITOR: Elizabeth C. Macknight, University of Aberdeen
CO-EDITOR: W. Brian Newsome, Elizabethtown College

Historical Reflections/Réflexions Historiques has established a well-deserved reputation for publishing high quality articles of wide ranging interest for over forty years. The journal, which publishes articles in both English and French, is committed to exploring history in an interdisciplinary framework and with a comparative focus. Historical approaches to art, literature, and the social sciences; the history of mentalities and intellectual movements; the terrain where religion and history meet: these are the subjects to which Historical Reflections/Réflexions Historiques is devoted.

ISSN: 0315-7997 (Print) • ISSN: 1939-2419 (Online)
www.berghahnjournals.com/historical-reflections

Current Issue: Volume 44, Issue 2

“Give Me Back My Son!” Eleanor of Aquitaine, Emotion Talk, and the Gendering of Political Rhetoric

The Genealogy of the Revolt against “Esprit de Système”: From the Renaissance to the Early Enlightenment

A Fiction of the French Nation: The Émigré Novel, Nostalgia, and National Identity, 1797–1815

L’heure du laitier ou la contestation : Résistance, anticolonialisme et nouvelle gauche sur une « petite théorie » de Claude Bourdet

Migration to the “First Large Suburban Ghetto” in America: Korean Immigrant Merchants in South Central Los Angeles in the 1980s
JOURNAL OF EDUCATIONAL MEDIA, MEMORY, AND SOCIETY

EDITOR: Eckhardt Fuchs, Georg Eckert Institute for International Textbook Research (GEI)
MANAGING EDITOR: Peter Carrier, GEI

Published on behalf of the Georg Eckert Institute for International Textbook Research

JEMMS explores perceptions of society as constituted and conveyed in processes of learning and educational media. The focus is on various types of texts (such as textbooks, museums, memorials, films) and their institutional, political, social, economic, and cultural contexts. The construction of collective memory and conceptions of space, the production of meaning, image formation, forms of representation, and perceptions of the "self" and the "other," as well as processes of identity construction (ethnic, national, regional, religious, institutional, gender) are of particular interest. Special importance is given to the significance of educational media for social cohesion and conflict.

ISSN: 2041-6938 (Print) • ISSN: 2041-6946 (Online)
www.berghahnjournals.com/jemms

Current Issue: Volume 10, Issue 2

Understanding Mobile Educational Content: A Comparative Approach

Explaining Political Apathy in German Civic Education Textbooks

Epistemic Messages in Textbooks for Vocational Education and Training

The Geopolitics of Environmental Education: An Analysis of School Textbooks in the MENA Region


The Concept of “Consumption” in School Textbooks during the Democratic Transition in Spain (1977–1982)

**Of Related Interest**

**FRENCH POLITICS, CULTURE & SOCIETY**  
**EDITOR:** Herrick Chapman, New York University  
*French Politics, Culture & Society* explores modern and contemporary France from the perspectives of the social sciences, history, and cultural analysis.  
ISSN: 1537-6370 (Print) • ISSN: 1558-5271 (Online)  
www.berghahnjournals.com/fpcs

**GERMAN POLITICS AND SOCIETY**  
**EDITOR:** Jeffrey J. Anderson, Georgetown University  
*German Politics and Society* is a peer-reviewed journal that explores issues in modern Germany from the combined perspectives of the social sciences, history, and cultural studies.  
ISSN: 1045-0300 (Print) • ISSN: 1558-5441 (Online)  
www.berghahnjournals.com/gps

**SIBIRICA**  
**Interdisciplinary Journal of Siberian Studies**  
**EDITOR:** Matthew Romaniello, Weber State University  
*Sibirica* is a peer-reviewed, interdisciplinary journal covering all aspects of the region and relations to neighboring areas such as Central Asia, East Asia, and North America.  
ISSN 1361-7362 (Print) • ISSN 1476-6787 (Online)  
www.berghahnjournals.com/sibirica

**TRANSFERS**  
**Interdisciplinary Journal of Mobility Studies**  
**CHIEF EDITOR:** Dagmar Schäfer, Max Planck Institute for the History of Science, Berlin  
*Transfers* is a peer-reviewed journal publishing cutting-edge research on the processes, structures, and consequences of the movement of people, resources, and commodities.  
ISSN: 2045-4813 (Print) • ISSN: 2045-4821 (Online)  
www.berghahnjournals.com/transfers
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ONLINE ACCESS
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SAMPLE ISSUES AND ONLINE TRIALS
Sample requests for print copies as well as free 60-day online trials for all Berghahn Journals available. Find full details on the Berghahn Journals website.

AWARDED THE AAP/PSP PROSE AWARD FOR BEST NEW JOURNAL IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES & HUMANITIES TWO YEARS IN A ROW!
2009: Girlhood Studies: An Interdisciplinary Journal
2008: Projections: The Journal for Movies and Mind
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